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Installation/Handling Manual

Thank you for purchasing an infinite product.

Please make sure you understand the following precautions before installing. Be sure to hand this manual to the 

customer after installation.

75130-XNCD-K0S0 CIVIC CARBON FRONT GRILLE GARNISH

To customers

1. If the carbon front grille garnish is damaged or deformed due to accident or contact, immediately repair or remove it.

　　Running as it is may cause an accident and is extremely dangerous.

2. Please avoid washing the car with an automatic car washing machine. Excessive force may be applied to the carbon front grille garnish, causing 

damage.

3. Check the backlash, etc. on a regular basis and check the mounting condition.

please note

　　If you have any questions, please contact us below. 2-15-11 Kashiori-cho, Asak

a-shi, Saitama 351-8586 M-TEC Co., Ltd.　Product Business Divisiona-shi, Saitama 351-8586 M-TEC Co., Ltd.　Product Business Division

　　　　　　　　　　　　TEL. 048-462-3131 FAX. 048-462-3121

[Business hours 10:00 to 17:00 (excluding weekends, holidays, and our regular holidays)]

3. Please note that we are not responsible for any troubles, accidents, etc. due to modification, improper assembly or misuse of this 

product.

1. Immediately after unpacking, check that the contents of the package (see the component parts list) are not missing or damaged. 2. Check the model 1. Immediately after unpacking, check that the contents of the package (see the component parts list) are not missing or damaged. 2. Check the model 

of the vehicle to be mounted before mounting.

[Applicable model]　CIVIC HATCHBACK DBA-FK7 CIVIC TYPE R DBA-FK8[Applicable model]　CIVIC HATCHBACK DBA-FK7 CIVIC TYPE R DBA-FK8
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[Component list]

　　No. PARTS NAME. QTY. ① Carbon front grill

　　　　Garnish 1 ② Bolt 1 ③ Well nut 1 ④ Emblem 1

[Necessary tools]　　・Hexagon wrench ・Drill φ4, φ8 ・Masking tape ・Isopropyl alcohol ・Waste[Necessary tools]　　・Hexagon wrench ・Drill φ4, φ8 ・Masking tape ・Isopropyl alcohol ・Waste

①

②
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① Place the carbon front grill garnish (hereinafter referred to as the grill garnish) on the front grill. While pressing along the shape , ① Place the carbon front grill garnish (hereinafter referred to as the grill garnish) on the front grill. While pressing along the shape , ① Place the carbon front grill garnish (hereinafter referred to as the grill garnish) on the front grill. While pressing along the shape , 

Position the parts so that the gaps between them are uniform. Temporarily fix it with masking tape, etc. so that the mounting 

position does not shift, and make a φ4 hole in the front grill according to the position of the grill garnish.

　At that time, masking tape or the like is attached to the drill blade as a measure for preventing penetration.

③

④

I. Preparation for installation

　《Caution》 ・Be careful not to damage the carbon front grille garnish and the car body.

　　　　　・Work with other people holding the work.

　　　　　-To prevent the double-sided tape from sticking poorly, do not expose it to water for at least one day after installation.

△ (1)△ (1)

Drill φ4

10 mm

Masking tape 

drill blade

△

[Top view]

▲ part: uniform gap between left and right

Grilled garnish

FR

LH

Grilled garnish

▲ part: uniform gap around

[Enlarged view]

Grilled garnish *Same for R sideGrilled garnish *Same for R side

*Same for R side

Press along the 

shape
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③ Attach the well nut (A) to the φ8 hole.

(2) Remove the grill garnish and expand the φ4 hole on the front grill to φ8.

　At that time, masking tape or the like is attached to the drill blade as a measure for preventing penetration. After drilling, remo

ve the burr around the hole.　ve the burr around the hole.　
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Welnut

A

A

(1)

△ (1)△ (1)

Drill φ8

10 mm

Masking tape 

drill blade

△

Ⅱ. Carbon Front Grill Garnish Installation

(1) Degrease and wash the shaded area in the lower part of the front grill with isopropyl alcohol.

　《Caution》 ・Be careful not to damage the carbon front grille garnish and the car body.

　　　　　・Work with other people holding the work.

　　　　　-To prevent the double-sided tape from sticking poorly, do not expose it to water for at least one day after installation.

Degreasing cleaning
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(2) Peel off the release paper of the double-sided tape on the back side of the grill garnish by about 30 mm, fold it back and fix it with the masking 

tape.

[Part] 

Release paper

Masking tape Wrap to 

the front side

Release paper *Peel 

off all

[Back view]

Grilled garnish

*Same for R side

③ While checking the mounting position, temporarily apply the grill garnish to the front grill and temporarily tighten the bolt (B). afterwards, Peel off ③ While checking the mounting position, temporarily apply the grill garnish to the front grill and temporarily tighten the bolt (B). afterwards, Peel off 

the release paper from the double-sided tape in the direction shown by the arrow in the following order and press-fit.

B (1)B (1)

bolt

Grilled garnish

④ 

⑤

⑤

④

③

③

②

②

① ①

* Make sure that the double-sided tape is crimped.

　Insufficient crimping can cause the carbon front grille garnish to come off.

In order to improve the adhesive strength, the work environment should be 20°C or more when applying the double-sided tape. When the 

temperature is low, warm the double-sided tape with a dryer and then work.

Note

[Top view]

▲ part: uniform gap between left and right

FR

LH

Grilled garnish *Same for R sideGrilled garnish *Same for R side

Grilled garnish

▲ part: uniform gap around

[Enlarged view]

B
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④ Fully tighten the bolt (B).

⑤ Attach the emblem to the grill garnish so as to hide the bolt mounting holes on the grill garnish. At that time, 

degrease the pasting surface.

B (1)B (1)

bolt

B

Grilled garnish

Grilled garnish

emblem

Degreasing cleaning

Low head bolt (B) 

tightening torque 0.4 

N・m (0.04 kgf・m)

▲ part: uniform gap around

Make the gap between the emblem and 

pedestal uniform based on the lower side

[Enlarged view]

⑥ Make sure that all parts are attached properly.
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